1. The new “Angry Birds” game has changed a little. “Angry Birds Action” uses ice, rocks, trees and explosive crates to help make Angry Bird even angrier. If there are 2 of each of these blockages at Level 1, and this number doubles at each level after that, how many objects will be blocking the Angry Bird at Level 4?

2. Aussie singer Dami Im has won herself a place in the finals of the Eurovision Song Contest. There are two hundred million people who watch the finals. Write that number down in figures.

3. At the Logie TV Awards last weekend, a former “PLAYSCHOOL” host, Noni Hazeldhurst joined the Logies Hall of Fame. She was last in Playschool in 2002. How many years ago was that?

4. The ABC children’s program “HOOT HOOT GO!” will have 26 episodes in the present series. Each episode is 5 minutes long. What is the TOTAL time on screen for all these episodes, in hours and minutes?

5. A mechanic’s wage last November was $957.27 each week, while an average self-employed person earned $574.51 per week. What is the difference between these two wages?

6. The height of Uluru (used to be known as Ayers Rock) in central Australia is 348 metres. This compares with the height of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, which is 320 metres high. How many metres taller is Uluru than the Eiffel Tower?

7. It’s “Law Week” this week in some states of Australia. One of the most popular events is the Mock Trial (it’s a pretend trial). If the mock trial begins at 7.30 pm and ends at 9.17 pm, how many minutes does the trial take?

8. A supermarket is selling 170 gram packets of potato chips for half their normal price, at $1.68 per pack. What is their normal price?

9. Open-Ended Question: Think of a number between 0 and 20. Write down 4 clues about your number. Then try to get a friend to guess your number, using the 4 clues that you have given them. (Hint: Don’t make it too easy. Use hints like “It’s an odd number”, or “It’s less than 18”, or . . .?)
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1. 16 objects
2. 200,000,000
3. 14 years ago
4. 130 minutes = 2 hours 10 minutes
5. $382.76 difference
6. 28 metres higher (it’s unbelievable, but true!)
7. 107 minutes = 1 hour 47 minutes
8. $3.36
9. Various answers